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. . he rebels against the roundups that happen throughout the summer. This is the beginning of the story of a rare and special bull who is trying to find a place in a new and evolving world. On his quest, he befriends the frightened humans he meets. And ultimately, his strength, courage and devotion to the natural world will win over the hearts of the people. The screenplay is the creation of
the 9th .. . . . film, . . . . and his performance in this, his first movie as a director, has been compared to that of .. . . . . Cast Juan Ramón López - Ferdinand César Morán - Verdugo, Armando's father Fernando Guillén - Armando, the calf's caregiver Carmen del Valle - Isabel, Armando's mother César Alvarez - Rodrigo, a bullfighter José Rivera - Tino, the veterinarian Sigfrido Ponce - The
ranch owner Sergio De León - Pepe, the ranch foreman Javier Bardem - Robusto Daniela Doria - Ramona Ramón Madén - the veterinarian Sonia Benítez - the vet Jacqueline Blondet - María Luis Bunuel - Nuño Enrique Bonnín - the veterinarian Omar Omaña - the veterinarian Carlos Vivancos - the veterinarian Carlos Valverde - the veterinarian Awards Spain 1987 – Nominated for –
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Ferdinand: Directed by Carlos Saldanha. With Jack Gore, Jet Jurgensmeyer, Neil Diaz, Colin H. Murphy. After Ferdinand, the bull with the big heart, The inhabitants of the farm, which is located in the Mexican state of Colima, suffer from a lack of water: every day, due to the drought, not a drop of rain falls in the area. Fortunately, the kind and sympathetic bull Ferdinand lives and
works on the farm. He is a member of the Friends of Nature Club, an organization dedicated to saving the environment. Ferdinand and his friends fight pollution every day by protecting trees and animals. fffad4f19a
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